SyteLine Tips and Tricks - Clearing Orphaned Sessions
This is a p for those of you responsible for administering your SyteLine/CloudSuite Industrial
environment. This p applies to SyteLine 8.01.10 and higher.
Have you ever found users complaining that they can’t log in due to a shortage of licenses, when you
knew you had enough to go around? Have you ever looked at the Session Management form and
wondered if all those sessions were valid and which ones to delete?
If a user’s session terminates abnormally (PC reboots for example) the user couldn’t close out of SyteLine
normally. This poten ally leaves a license being consumed and results in fewer licenses available.
You can look in the Session Management form to see all users that have currently allocated licenses and
try to discern if any of those sessions are orphaned. Below is what that form looks like with a user who
has apparently logged in twice but, the rst session is actually an orphaned session:

You can delete a session from this form, but that could be a dangerous thing to do if you have a
concurrent user license, as that user may actually be logged in twice and ac ve in both sessions.
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This form also shows sessions that are associated with system processes, where the username is
$service. These too can be orphaned for several reasons but remain poten ally consuming system
resources. It is not possible to determine which of these $service sessions are orphaned merely by
looking at the Sessions Management form. Here’s a screen shot of the Session Management form
showing the $service processes as well:

Luckily, SyteLine provides the tools to detect and delete orphaned sessions.
If a user’s session is open but inac ve, we can con gure the session to signal the server (ping) at regular
intervals that it is s ll properly open, and we can tell the server to close the session if it doesn’t receive a
ping a er a certain amount of me.
So, how is this done?
There is a form in SyteLine called “Process Defaults” that is used for many purposes, one of which is to
handle our problem.
Open the Process Defaults form and check to see if you have two processes in your list:
•

“Client minutes to ping session”

•

“Minutes to close orphan sessions”
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If these are not in the grid of your Process Defaults, add them. Set the “Client minutes to ping session”
to 5 and the “Minutes to close orphan sessions” to 30, as shown below:

The client is going to let the server know that it is s ll connected by sending a signal to the server every 5
minutes. The server will delete the client session if it doesn’t not receive a signal within a 30-minute
period.
Be very careful not to reverse the values! Do not set the “Minutes to close orphan sessions” to a value
less than or equal to “Client minutes to ping session”. If you were to do that your users would get
kicked out of the system and ac ve $service sessions would be terminated crashing the environment.
A er se ng the above values, you will need to stop and restart the IDO Run me Service. This cannot be
done with other users on the system and so you will have to wait un l a er hours to perform the service
restart.
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We recommend all system admins set up their Process Defaults as above. You’ll nd more licenses
available to your users and less system resources consumed by abandoned sessions!

